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Abstract 
Slot control problem of container sea-rail intermodal transport is important for a Multimodal Transport Operator 
(MTO) to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the system. In this paper, a two-stage slot control 
optimization model for multi Origin-Destination-Fare (ODF) container sea-rail intermodal transport is established 
based on revenue management. Features of freight organization and customer segmentation of container sea-rail 
intermodal transport are taken into account in this two-stage model. The model in the first stage solves slot 
control for contract customers and empty containers, and the model in the second stage solves slot control for 
general and urgent customers. Considering the relative certainty of demand in the first stage and the uncertainty 
characteristic of demand in the second one, the method of deterministic linear programming (DLP) and stochastic 
linear programming (SLP) are employed to transform and solve the models respectively. An example is also 
presented in this study to illustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the models and algorithms. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Overseas Transportation Association (COTA). 
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1. Introduction 
The Revenue Management (MR), which was originated from America's aviation industry in 1970s, has been 
an important management technology for airlines to increase the income. Airlines optimize seat control based on 
the seat demand forecasting in order to maximize the revenue of the whole flight. At present, the slot control 
theory based on RM is widely used in many fields, and it also becomes the hot spot in container transport 
application field. Ha (1994) and Maragos (1994) treated the distribution of slot resources with the concept of MR 
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for single port pair, but this method fits for applying to the short-term planning before ship visiting during each 
voyage. Ting and Tzeng (2004) presented container liner slot allocation problem using fuzzy multi-objective 
programming method with the objectives of maximizing shipper's satisfaction and the liner companies' profits. Bu 
et al. (2005, 2007) established a series of stochastic programming models on container liner slot allocation 
problem considering the factors of multi-products, multi-leg, empty container allocation, long-term contract and 
path selection, and solved the models with robust optimization method. In the works of Lee, Chew, and Sim 
(2007, 2009), a stochastic dynamic programming model for a single leg revenue management problem was 
presented, which included the possibility to postpone containers to the next ship. In the works of Lu, Chu, and 
Che (2010), the potential profits per service was maximized with a quantitative slot allocation model, taking into 
account the demand and empty container repositioning restrictions, the slot, dead weight and reefer capacities. 
Feng and Chang (2010) established an optimal slot allocation mathematical programming model with the 
objective of maximizing liner companies' operating profits and the constraints on shipping capacity, container 
demand and supply of empty containers. Zurheide and  Fischer (2012) studied the discrete simulation of liner slot 
booking, and established liner slot allocation quantitative models considering the transfer possibilities among 
multi sections and multi routes. Cao, Gao, and Li (2012) formulated the stochastic integer programming model 
for the capacity allocation problem taking into account matches in supply and random demand of rail container 
transportation.  
Given the above, the existing literatures only study slot control problem of container transport in single mode 
of transport (shipping or railway), however, the research on slot control of container sea-rail intermodal transport 
is still rare. Only Liu and Yang (2012) studied an optimal model which integrates dynamic pricing and slot 
allocation of container sea-rail intermodal transport based on RM, but this study was just for single Origin-
Destination line. In addition, the existing literatures lack discussion on customer classification, only Bu, Chen, 
and Zhao (2007) mentioned the classification of contract demand and instant demand.  
Different from the above researches, this paper studies the optimal slot control problem considering the 
different demand of contract customers, general customers and urgent customers on multi-node container sea-rail 
intermodal line (multi OD node pairs). According to the freight organization features of container sea-rail 
intermodal transport, this paper establishes a two-stage slot control optimization model of container sea-rail 
intermodal transport based on customer segmentation and the combination of Origin-Destination- Fare/Customer 
(ODF), which will provide a scientific decision-making tool of operational management for MTOs. 
2. Problem Description 
It is assumed that a NVOCC type of MTO enterprise operates a multi-node container sea-rail intermodal 
transport line. This line is segmented as several railway segments and several ocean shipping segments by the 
nodes. One node in railway section and one node in ocean shipping section (except the connection nodes of 
railway section and ocean shipping section) can constitute one OD node pair of heavy container sea-rail 
intermodal freight flow. 
The MTO signs a long-term agreement with the actual carriers (a railway company and a liner company) and 
gets the operational right of the same slots capacity of Q both in railway container trains and shipping container 
liners, so as to ensure a stable capacity as well as reduction of operating costs. It is supposed that the slots 
capacity Q and the operating costs are fixed in the agreement period. Then the MTO will sell the slots to 
customers as a contract carrier and charge for total freight to organize the container sea-rail intermodal transport. 
The slots selling process can be divided into three steps. Firstly, the MTO sells part of the slots on some OD 
node pairs under a lower contract price in advance according to the requests of large customers, which are 
manifested as a series of sale contracts. Then, in order to satisfy the empty container demand of each node in the 
line, it needs to set aside some slots on some OD node pairs to transport empty containers. At last, the MTO sells 
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the remaining bit of slots on each OD node pair freely in public price and accepts the booking from a variety of 
scattered customers. 
Thus, the slot control problem of container sea-rail intermodal transport can be described as two stages. In the 
first stage, according to the demand forecast of contract sale and empty container transportation, the MTO needs 
to decide how many slots should be allocated to contract customers on each OD node pair under the negotiated 
price and how to transport empty containers. In the second stage, most scattered customers book slots 1-2 weeks 
in advance according to the public price, this kind of customers are called general customers; a few scattered 
customers reserve slots only 2-3 days in advance and are willing to pay a higher rate, this kind of customers are 
called urgent customers. In order to increase income, the MTO can make different price to general customers and 
urgent customers, and set aside a certain amount of slots to urgent customers. However, if it sets aside slots too 
much, the income of unsold slots is zero; if it sets aside slots too little, the income of the MTO will be reduced. 
So, the MTO needs to decide how to allocate the remaining slots after the first stage and determine how many 
slots should be allocated to general customers and urgent customers respectively on each OD node pair according 
to the demand forecast of two kinds of scattered customers to make maximum revenue. The slot control problem 
is described as shown in Fig.1. 
 
Fig. 1. Slot control problem of the container sea-rail intermodal transport based on RM 
3. Model 
3.1. Symbol description and hypothesis 
Slot control of container sea-rail intermodal transport is a network optimization problem with multi ODF 
combination. The goal is to allocate suitable number of slots to each possible ODF on the basis of the prediction 
of demand distribution and the slot capacity of each directed segment to reach the maximum expected revenue. 
O  is the original node of the possible container flow (including heavy container flow and empty container 
flow), D  is the destination node of the possible container flow (including heavy container flow and empty 
container flow), S  is the set of all nodes in the sea-rail intermodal transport line, ,O D S ; F  is the customer 
(or price) classifications of container flow; ODF is the possible combination of original-destination node and 
customer (or price) classification of container flow; ODFX  is a decision variable, representing the slot numbers 
allocated to each ODF of contract sale in the first stage; ODFY  is a decision variable, representing the slot 
numbers allocated to each ODF of empty container allocation in the first stage; ODFX  is a decision variable, 
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representing the slot numbers allocated to each ODF of free sale in the second stage;  ODFf  indicates the 
negotiated price for each ODF of contract sale in the first stage; ODFr  indicates the cost of transporting an empty 
container on each ODF in the first stage; ODFf  indicates the public price for each ODF of free sale in the second 
stage; ODFD  represents the probability cumulative value of the slot demand of contract customers on each ODF 
of contract sale in the first stage; DE  represents the empty demand of node D in the first stage; ODFD  represents 
the probability cumulative value of the slot demand of scattered customers on each ODF of free sale in the 
second stage; k  is the k th directed segment in the sea-rail intermodal transport line, 1,2, ,k K , kQ  
represents the slot capacity of directed segment k in the sea-rail intermodal transport line, kQ Q ; kS  is the set 
of all ODF which goes through directed segment k  in the first stage; kS  is the set of all ODF which goes 
through directed segment k  in the second stage.  
This study is based on the following assumptions.  
 The demand ODFD  and ODFD  are all positive random variables following normal distribution and the demand 
of each ODF is independent. 
 It is assumed that customers on each ODF who have booked slots will neither cancel the reservation nor “No 
Show”. 
 Supposed that the nested relationship of slot allocation on each ODF is not considered, that is when the slot 
numbers allocated to a ODF is less than the demand this ODF, we cannot allocate the slots which are assigned 
to another ODF with a lower price to this ODF. 
3.2. Slot control model in the first stage 
What is to control in the first stage is the slot numbers allocated to contract customers on each ODF of 
contract sale and the scheme of empty container transportation. Model (M1) is established as: 
 
max min ,ODF ODF ODF ODF ODF
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The objective of model (M1) shows that the expected revenue in the first stage is the maximum, which means 
the sum revenue from each ODF of contract sale minus the sum cost of empty container transportation, is the 
maximum. Constraint  expresses that the sum of slot numbers allocated to contract sale and empty container 
transportation through each directed segment cannot exceed the slot capacity of each directed segment in the line; 
constraint  and  indicate that the empty container allocation from each node to node D cannot be less than 
the empty container demand of node D, and the empty container can not be transported from node D to other 
nodes; constraint  is a integer constraint of the decision variables. 
3.3. Slot control model in the second stage 
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What is to control in the second stage is the slot numbers allocated to scattered customers (general customers 
and urgent customers) on each ODF of free sale. Model (M2) is established as: 
max min ,ODF ODF ODF
ODF
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Where 
*
ODFX  and 
*
ODFY  are the optimal solution of model (M1) in the first stage. 
The objective of model (M2) shows that the expected revenue in the second stage is the maximum, that is the 
sum revenue from each ODF of free sale is the maximum. Constraint  presents that the sum of slot numbers 
allocated to contract sale and free sale as well as empty container allocation through each directed segment 
cannot exceed the slot capacity of each directed segment in the line; constraint  is a integer constraint of the 
decision variables. 
4. Model Solution 
4.1. Model transformation in the first stage 
Model (M1) is a probabilistic mathematical programming (PMP) model. A kind of approximate solution of 
PMP model is that replacing the demand D as its expectation ED (de Boer, Freling & Piersma, 2002; Fan, Chen, 
& Yuan, 2004), which is called deterministic mathematical programming (DMP), then transforming it into 
deterministic linear programming (DLP) problem with the help of relaxation method. Due to the MTO signs a 
long-term contract of slot sale with contract customers in advance, the slot demand of contract customers is 
virtually certain, so it is suitable to use this method to transform model (M1) into an equivalent DLP model as 
model (M3): 
max ODF ODF ODF ODF
ODF ODF
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Solving model (M3) can obtain the optimal slot control result *ODFX  and 
*
ODFY  in the first stage. 
4.2. Model transformation in the second  stage 
Model (M2) is also a PMP model. If transforming it into DLP model as the method using in the first stage, the 
MTO won't provide more than expected demand slots to the customers with higher value, which don’t conform to 
reality. Actually, based on the random demand, the MTO often set aside more than expected demand slots to the 
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customers with higher value. So, it is suitable to solute with stochastic linear programming (SLP) method in the 
second stage, so as to provide more slots to the ODF with higher value. 
In order to fully consider the randomness of the demand in model (M2), it needs to express the probabilistic of 
demand. Supposing that the demand of each ODF can only take a limited discrete values: 
(1) (2) ( )ODF ODF ODF ODFd d d I , where ODFI  represents the number of discrete value of a ODF demand, 
which can be determined according to actual situation. In fact, the demand also should be a discrete random 
variable. Then Pr ( )ODF ODFD d i  represents the probability of that random demand ODFD  is more than or equal 
to a discrete value ( )ODFd i . At the same time, the decision variable ODFX  is also segmented into ODFI  parts, that 
are ( ), 1, 2, ,ODF ODFX i i I , expressing the slot numbers set aside for the demand ODFD  in the demand interval 
( 1), ( )ODF ODFd i d i  (Fan, Chen, & Yuan, 2004; Zhou & Yang, 2009). Thus, model (M2) can be transformed into 
model (M4) as: 
max Pr ( ) ( )ODF ODF ODF ODF
ODF i
Objective f D d i X i                                                                              
* *
,
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Model (M4) is a SLP model. Solving model (M4) can obtain the optimal slot control result in the second stage. 
5. Example Analysis 
It is assumed that a MTO operates a multi-node container sea-rail intermodal transport line based on port 0A as 
shown in Fig.2. The railway section is a railway transportation line connecting the nodes of container 
stations 1 3S S , and the ocean shipping section is a clockwise liner route connecting the nodes of 
ports 0 1 2 3A A A A . The running direction of the sea-rail intermodal transport line is shown as the direction of 
the arrows. This line is divided into 8 directed segments. The slot capacity Q =150TEU. 
S1 S2 S3 A0
A1
A2
A3
Railway section Ocean shipping section 
Segment 1 Segment 2
Segment 3 Segment 4
Segment 5
Segment 6
Segment 7Segment 8
 
Fig. 2. Description of the multi-node container sea-rail intermodal transport line 
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Assuming that the price of all heavy container ODFs is known, and the demand of which is a random variable 
following normal distribution statistics through historical data. The price and demand distribution of all possible 
heavy container ODFs is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. The information of price and demand distribution  
Node pairs 
The first stage The second stage 
Contract customers General customers Urgent customers 
Price Demand Price Demand Price Demand 
1 1S A  5472 (20,3) 6080 (15,4) 6333 (4,3) 
1 2S A  5652 (25,4) 6280 (13,3) 6541 (3,2) 
1 3S A  5742  6380 (10,2) 6645 (2,1) 
2 1S A  4644 (10,2) 5160 (12,2) 5375 (3,2) 
2 2S A  4824 (15,2) 5360 (9,2) 5583 (2,1.5) 
2 3S A  4914  5460 (7,1.5) 5687 (1,1) 
1 2A S  5040  5600 (6,1.5) 5833 (1,1) 
1 1A S  5868  6520 (8,2) 6791 (2,2) 
2 2A S  4860 (10,2) 5400 (12,2.5) 5625 (2,1) 
2 1A S  5688 (20,3) 6320 (14,3) 6562 (3,1.5) 
3 2A S  4770 (15,2) 5300 (9,2) 5520 (2,1.5) 
3 1A S  5598 (18,3) 6220 (13,3) 6479 (2,1) 
Note: The unit of price is (yuan /TEU), and the unit of demand is (TEU). In the demand column, “(20,3)” etc mean that the first number is the 
mean of demand and the second number is the standard deviation of demand, and “ ” means there is no contract customer on the OD node 
pair.  
 
Considering the empty container allocation among any nodes in ocean shipping section is usually taken by 
liner companies, it is supposed that the MTO is only responsible for the empty container allocation among any 
nodes in railway section. If the empty container demand of node 1S is 10 TEU and the empty container demand 
of node 2S is 6 TEU, thus, the possible empty container node pairs are 3 1S S  and 3 2S S , and the freight of 
transport an empty container on which are known as 1,028 Yuan and 660 Yuan respectively.  
The discrete values and probabilities of demand of each ODF in the second stage are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Discrete values and probabilities of each ODF demand in the second stage 
Node pairs 
Discrete value of demand Probability        ( )ODFd i Pr ( )ODF ODFD d i  
General customers Urgent customers 
i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 
1 1S A  9 93% 13 69% 17 31% 21 7% 1 84% 3 63% 5 37% 7 16% 
1 2S A  8 95% 11 75% 15 25% 18 5% 0 93% 2 69% 4 31% 6 7% 
1 3S A  7 93% 9 69% 11 31% 13 7% 0 98% 1 84% 3 16% 4 2% 
2 1S A  9 93% 11 69% 13 31% 15 7% 1 84% 2 69% 4 31% 5 16% 
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2 2S A  6 93% 8 69% 10 31% 12 7% 0 91% 1 75% 3 25% 4 9% 
2 3S A  4 98% 6 75% 8 25% 10 2% 0 84% 1 50% 2 16% 3 2% 
1 2A S  3 98% 5 75% 7 25% 9 2% 0 84% 1 50% 2 16% 3 2% 
1 1A S  5 93% 7 69% 9 31% 11 7% 0 84% 1 69% 3 31% 4 16% 
2 2A S  7 98% 10 79% 14 21% 17 2% 0 98% 1 84% 3 16% 4 2% 
2 1A S  9 95% 12 75% 16 25% 19 5% 1 91% 2 75% 4 25% 5 9% 
3 2A S  6 93% 8 69% 10 31% 12 7% 0 91% 1 75% 3 25% 4 9% 
3 1A S  8 95% 11 75% 15 25% 18 5% 0 98% 1 84% 3 16% 4 2% 
Note: The unit of discrete values of demand ( )ODFd i  is (TEU). 
According to the data in Table 1 and Table 2, solving integer programming model (M3) and model (M4) with 
LINGO software can get the slot control results on the two-stage customer-segmenting strategy, where, the empty 
container allocation result is that transporting 10 TEU on 3 1S S and transporting  6 TEU on 3 2S S , the total 
cost of empty container allocation is 14,240 Yuan. At the same time, according to the same data, solving model 
(M3) as the same, but solving model (M4) with general customers only (without considering urgent customers), 
the slot control results on the two-stage general strategy can be obtained, where, the empty container allocation 
result is same as the former. The results on the two strategies are summarized in Table 3.   
Table 3. Summary of example results  
Node pairs 
Two-stage customer-segmenting strategy Two-stage general strategy 
The first stage The second stage The first stage The second stage 
Contract customers  General customers Urgent customers Contract customers  General customers 
Price Slot numbers Price 
Slot 
numbers Price 
Slot 
numbers Price 
Slot 
numbers Price 
Slot 
numbers 
1 1S A  5472 20 6080 17 6333 5 5472 20 6080 21 
1 2S A  5652 25 6280 11 6541 4 5652 25 6280 15 
1 3S A  5742 0 6380 11 6645 1 5742 0 6380 13 
2 1S A  4644 10 5160 11 5375 4 4644 10 5160 13 
2 2S A  4824 15 5360 8 5583 1 4824 15 5360 10 
2 3S A  4914 0 5460 6 5687 1 4914 0 5460 8 
1 2A S  5040 0 5600 5 5833 1 5040 0 5600 7 
1 1A S  5868 0 6520 9 6791 3 5868 0 6520 9 
2 2A S  4860 10 5400 10 5625 1 4860 10 5400 14 
2 1A S  5688 20 6320 15 6562 4 5688 20 6320 16 
3 2A S  4770 15 5300 10 5520 1 4770 15 5300 10 
3 1A S  5598 18 6220 11 6479 1 5598 18 6220 15 
Revenue 689974 731920 167322 689974 890080 
Total revenue 1589216 1580054 
Note: The unit of price is (Yuan/TEU), the unit of slot numbers is (TEU), the unit of revenue and total revenue is (Yuan). 
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From Table 3, it can be seen that the slot numbers allocated to contract customers on each OD node pair in the 
first stage equal to the demand expectation, while in the second stage, the ODF with higher price can be allocated 
more slots for considering the randomness of demand. If the MTO adopts a two-stage customer-segmenting 
strategy, that is to say segmenting contract customers in the first stage and segmenting general customers and 
urgent customers further in the second stage, the total revenue is 1,589,216 Yuan. If the MTO adopts a two-stage 
general strategy, that is to say, segmenting contract customers in the first stage but only segmenting general 
customers in the second stage, the total revenue is 1,580,054 Yuan, 9,162 Yuan lower than the former. Thus, the 
two-stage customer-segmenting strategy can increase the revenue as well as satisfy the shippers' demands for the 
MTO. 
6. Conclusions 
Based on RM, taking the market segmentation and difference pricing strategy made by the MTO as a entry 
point, this paper establishes a two-stage slot control optimization model of container sea-rail intermodal transport. 
The model in the first stage solves the problem of slot allocation on each ODF of contract sale under negotiated 
price and the empty container allocation, and the method of DLP is employed considering the relative certainty of 
demand. The model in the second stage solves the problem of slot allocation on each ODF of free sale (general 
customers and urgent customers) under the difference pricing strategy, and the method of SLP is proposed due to 
the randomness of demand. The example verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the model and solution.  
However, only one intermodal transport line is considered in this model. The research will be completed 
further taking the actual situation into consideration, such as the intermodal transport net with multi lines, 
different types of containers, unsubscribe and overbooking. 
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